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O Spirit above, Our Loving Father and Creator of All, 
We ask that you bless us as we work together. 

As we contemplate future plans & leadership, we ask: 
That every Martha has a Mary to pray for her, 
That every elder mentors and nurtures a youth, 

That the strong armed assist the weak, 
That everyone joins to make a bouquet of color, 

That volunteers work side by side with labor, 
And that the sheep are guided by good leaders. 

For these intentions, in Jesus Name we pray. Amen. 
By Kathleen Tansey, modeled after Ecclesiastes 4: 9–13 

 
 
Project Objective: To begin a process of continual parish renewal, through planning that 

 Fosters Sensus Fidelium, God’s Spirit speaking through the grass roots of our parish, and a 

heightened consciousness among parishioners of the Spirit’s animating presence among us 

 Unites parishioners as a faith community 

 Keeps us looking forward, in hope, faith and charity 

 Focuses our energies and resources toward a shared mission and vision 

 

Context: In the year before Fr. Ed White arrived at St. Stephens as Priest Administrator, the parish 

underwent a Town Hall process around the issue of buying a parcel of land (known as the Regis 

property) and had empaneled a diverse group of parishioners. This group was tasked with 

considering the construction of a new rectory someplace on the property. These two 

consultative processes were focused on buildings. From Fr. Ed’s perspective, decisions to build 

facilities are a secondary decision. Prior to that type of decision, a global assessment of parish 

needs and determination of direction should be made. That perspective, endorsed by lay 

leaders, was the genesis of this Pastoral Plan.   
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Operational Benefits  

“. . . . we support the development of a comprehensive master plan in 
order to preserve the sense of parish identity and build upon past 
initiatives designed to ensure the quality pastoral care of our people.”1  

 

A completed pastoral plan will do the following: 

 Clearly define direction for all members of the community and those interested in joining 

 Provide a shared vision and purpose 

 Increase sense of commitment 

 Increase ministry effectiveness by providing a means to set priorities and match resources 

Drilling down, the impacts of a pastoral plan are multifaceted. For the parish as a whole, the Pastoral 

Plan aims to 

• identify and embrace both the parish’s Core Values (uniting factors) and its shared history 

• create plans for future of the faith community, congruent with parish history and values, 

thus 

o meeting its needs and  

o strategically moving it forward in mission fulfillment (proactive stance, rather than 

reactive) 

• cherish its resources (human, as well as financial) by  

o providing focus for expenditure of funds and energies.  

o filtering out items extraneous to goals, even items that otherwise might seem worthy in 

the moment 

• provide a foundation for parish identity (who we are, what we do, consciousness of 

outcomes collectively achieved) 

 For lay and ordained leaders,  the Pastoral Plan envisions 

• greater cooperation: common vision, same lens, shared paradigm 

• a standard for determining priorities and assessing quality of achievements for individual lay 

leaders 

• small wins: frames work into accomplishable units, motivates, provides occasions to 

celebrate 

• empowering grassroots initiatives that are cohesive with larger goal 

                                                           
1 Archdiocesan Pastoral Plan: Future Full of Hope, 16. 

 


